ÉCOLE DUCASSE
CULINARY SCHOOLS
TO DEBUT IN THAILAND
WITH NAI LERT GROUP
Paris-Bangkok, March 30th, 2021 : In an exclusive partnership with the
renowned Thai hospitality Nai Lert Group, École Ducasse, together with
its majority shareholder, world-leading hospitality management education
group Sommet Education, is announcing the creation of a network of
training centers throughout Thailand dedicated to culinary and pastry arts.
With the benefit of a unique culinary heritage carried by a pool of talented
chefs on a continuous quest for perfection, but also with many passionate
aficionados, Thailand is the ideal host for the development of specialized
training in the culinary and pastry arts.
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On the occasion of the signing of this
agreement, Elise Masurel, Managing Director
of École Ducasse, commented:

“We are delighted by this strategic
alliance with a partner as iconic and
robust as Nai Lert Group, which will
accelerate the development of École
Ducasse schools in Thailand. It is cultural
exchanges of this kind that allow the
constant reinvention of education, our
teams and gastronomy.’’

Naphaporn «Lek» Bodiratnangkura, CEO of
Nai Lert Group said:

“Nai Lert Group always strives for
excellence through strategically partnering
with the best in class in each industry. We
are proud to continue the legacy of Nai Lert
as we cast off on a new journey in pursuit
to provide a legendary culinary education
and an exceptional gastronomy experience
for Thailand. In addition, I do believe that
the new École Ducasse schools will also
support the emergence of new talents
who will contribute the country’s tourism
dynamic”.
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For Benoît-Etienne Domenget, CEO of Sommet
Education:

‘‘After the opening of Paris Campus last
autumn, this new stage of development
for École Ducasse is a proof of the evergrowing appetite for the excellence and
unique gastronomy courses delivered.
This world-renowned institution is the
perfect answer to the strong dynamic of
the gastronomic sector in Thailand and
more globally in the region.”

The future École Ducasse culinary schools in Thailand will deliver programs in culinary,
pastry and sommelier arts aimed at professionals, amateurs, young graduates and
children.
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